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Higgs. What else?
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The guaranteed deliverables: 

improved measurements of SM particles and phenomena: 

• Higgs and EW symmetry breaking 

• top quark 

• flavour 

• strong interactions at high density/high T 

• …

The searches … : 

… for new particles/phenomena beyond the SM



The guaranteed deliverable:  
a continued study of the Higgs boson.  

Why do we need to learn more about the 
Higgs boson?
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Light propagating in a medium is slowed 
down by its continuos interaction with the 

medium itself

⇒ cmedium < cvaccum

The time it takes to move 
across the medium is longer 

than if light were 
propagating in the vacuum,

Think of the Higgs field as being a continuum medium 
embedding the whole Universe. Particles interacting with it 
will undergo a similar “slow-down” phenomenon. Rather 
than “slowing down”, however, the interaction with the 

Higgs medium gives them “inertia” => mass



......

v

λ
m ∝ λ v

The number “v” is a universal property of the Higgs field 
background. The quantity “λ” is characteristic of the 

particle moving in the Higgs field.  Particles which have 
large λ will have large mass, with m ∝ λ v

Now the question of “why does a given particle has mass m” is 
replaced by the question “why does a given particle couple 

with the Higgs field with strength  λ ∝ m / v”

However at least now we have a model to understand 
how particles acquire a mass.



Detecting the Higgs boson

Like any other medium, the Higgs continuum background 
can be perturbed. Similarly to what happens if we bang on a 

table, creating sound waves, if we “bang” on the Higgs 
background (something achieved by concentrating a lot of 

energy in a small volume) we can stimulate “Higgs waves”. 
These waves manifest themselves as particles* ,  the so-called 

Higgs bosons

What is required is that the energy available be 
larger than the Higgs mass ⇒ LHC !!!

* Even the sound waves in a solid are sometimes 
identified with “quasi-particles”, called “phonons”



What gives the Higgs field its background value?
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H = H0

H– 
VSM (H) = �µ2 |H|2 + � |H|4

v
H0

Electroweak symmetry breaking 
(EWSB)
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I.I.Rabi

H0

V(H)=–μ2|H|2+λ|H|4

Who ordered that ?
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q1 q2
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V(r) = +
r 1

q1 x q2

sign fixed 
by photon 
spin

power determined by gauge 
invariance/charge 
conservation/Gauss theorem

quantized, 
in units of 
fixed charge

v
H0

VSM (H) = �µ2 |H|2 + � |H|4

both sign 
and value 
totally 
arbitrary

>0 to ensure 
stability, but 
otherwise arbitrary

any function of |H|2 would be 
ok wrt known symmetries
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•The relation between the Higgs phenomenon and the SM is similar to 
the relation between superconductivity and the Landau-Ginzburg 
theory of phase transitions: a quartic potential for a bosonic order 
parameter, with negative quadratic term, and the ensuing symmetry 
breaking. If superconductivity had been discovered after Landau-
Ginzburg, we would be in a similar situations as we are in today: an 
experimentally proven phenomenological model. But we would still lack 
a deep understanding of the relevant dynamics.
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a historical example: 
superconductivity

•The relation between the Higgs phenomenon and the SM is similar to 
the relation between superconductivity and the Landau-Ginzburg 
theory of phase transitions: a quartic potential for a bosonic order 
parameter, with negative quadratic term, and the ensuing symmetry 
breaking. If superconductivity had been discovered after Landau-
Ginzburg, we would be in a similar situations as we are in today: an 
experimentally proven phenomenological model. But we would still lack 
a deep understanding of the relevant dynamics.

• For superconductivity, this came later, with the identification of e–e– 
Cooper pairs as the underlying order parameter, and BCS theory. In 
particle physics, we still don’t know whether the Higgs is built out of 
some sort of Cooper pairs (composite Higgs) or whether it is 
elementary, and in both cases we have no clue as to what is the 
dynamics that generates the Higgs potential. With Cooper pairs it 
turned out to be just EM and phonon interactions. With the Higgs, none 
of the SM interactions can do this, and we must look beyond.
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h
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h
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t

– yt4

h

λ4

+

λλren

dλ
d log μ ∝ λ4 – yt4⟹ ∝ a mH4 – b mt4

high-energy modes can change size and sign 
of both μ2 and λ, dramatically altering the 
stability and dynamics
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bottom line

• To predict the properties of EM at large scales, we don’t need 
to know what happens at short scales

• The Higgs dynamics is sensitive to all that happens at any scale 
larger than the Higgs mass !!! A very unnatural fine tuning is 
required to protect the Higgs dynamics from the dynamics at 
high energy

• This issue goes under the name of hierarchy problem

• Solutions to the hierarchy problem require the introduction of 
new symmetries (typically leading to the existence of new 
particles), which decouple the high-energy modes and allow the 
Higgs and its dynamics to be defined at the “natural” scale 
defined by the measured parameters v and mH 

⇒ naturalness
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The LHC experiments have been exploring a vast multitude 
of scenarios of physics beyond the Standard Model

In search of the origin of known departures from the SM 

• Dark matter 

• Neutrino masses 

• Matter/antimatter asymmetry of the universe 

To explore alternative extensions of the SM 

• New gauge interactions (Z’, W’) or extra Higgs bosons 

• Additional fermionic partners of quarks and leptons, leptoquarks, … 

• Composite nature of quarks and leptons 

• Supersymmetry, in a variety of twists (minimal, constrained, natural, 
RPV, …) 

• Extra dimensions 

• New flavour phenomena 

• unanticipated surprises …



So far, no conclusive signal of physics beyond the SM

TeV

TeV



however, notice the small print ….
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relaxing the m(χ0)=0 constraint …
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… LHC has barely improved LEP2 limits …
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Key question for the future developments of HEP:  
Why don’t we see the new physics we expected to 

be present around the TeV scale ?
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• Is the mass scale beyond the LHC reach ? 

• Is the mass scale within LHC’s reach, but final states are elusive to the 
direct search ?

Key question for the future developments of HEP:  
Why don’t we see the new physics we expected to 

be present around the TeV scale ?

These two scenarios are a priori equally likely, but they impact in 
different ways the future of HEP, and thus the assessment of the physics 
potential of possible future facilities

Readiness to address both scenarios is the best hedge for the field:
• precision
• sensitivity (to elusive signatures)
• extended energy/mass reach

this is an area where 
DTs play a crucial role



(1) tracking in high-density environment (pileup, highly boosted jets)
(2) timing in the ten’s ps domain (4D tracking, pileup mitigation, …)
(3) long-lived particles (disappearing tracks, “emerging” jets, …)
(4) …
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Examples

Remarks: 

Phase-2 upgrades are typically justified and judged by the needs of 
pileup mitigation … but they can open new opportunities in terms 
of measurements not yet considered

HL-LHC lumi can be worth much more than x10 if we suddenly 
gain efficiency for final states/observables not accessible today



Where the Higgs and BSM come together ….
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Dark Matter, inflation?

• What happens at the EW phase transition (PT) during the Big Bang?
• what’s the order of the phase transition?
• are the conditions realized to allow EW baryogenesis? 
• does the PT wash out possible pre-existing baryon asymmetry?

• Is there a deep reason for the apparent metastability of the Higgs 
vacuum?

Where the Higgs and BSM come together ….
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Strong 1st order phase transition ⇒〈ΦC > TC

Strong 1st order phase transition is required to induce and sustain the out of 
equilibrium generation of a baryon asymmetry during EW symmetry breaking 
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In the SM this requires mH ≲ 80 GeV, else transition is a smooth crossover.  

Since mH = 125 GeV,  new physics, coupling to the Higgs and effective at scales 
O(TeV), must modify the Higgs potential to make this possible
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The nature of the EW phase transition

Strong 1st order phase transition ⇒〈ΦC > TC

Strong 1st order phase transition is required to induce and sustain the out of 
equilibrium generation of a baryon asymmetry during EW symmetry breaking 

- Probe higher-order terms of the Higgs potential (selfcouplings) 
- Probe the existence of other particles coupled to the Higgs

C

1st order 2nd order



Andrew Long @ FCC physics Workshop, Jan 2018
https://indico.cern.ch/event/618254



What will HL-LHC tells us about the Higgs potential?
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Barely 1-2σ evidence for Higgs pair production, but no quantitatively significant 
determination of λ: −0.8 < λ/λSM < 7.7 @95%CL

+

•Strong negative interference between 
the two diagrams near threshold

•Selfcoupling diagram suppressed well 
above threshold, due to 1/S behaviour

• => it’s hard!!

−0.2 < λ/λSM < 2.6  
w. kinematical analysis

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-001

CMS-PAS-FTR-16-002



Flavour anomalies at LHC & Bfact’s
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R(D(⇤)) =
BR(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫)
BR(B ! D(⇤)µ⌫)

LHCb-PAPER-2017-017
Overall combination of R(D) and R(D*) is 4.1σ from SM

SM

RK(⇤) =
BR(B ! K(⇤)µµ)
BR(B ! K(⇤)ee)

mll [mass range]

LHCb, PRL 113 (2014) 151601 , arXiv:1705.05802

b→s

b→c ν
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where, e.g. , 

⇒

Possible explicit realizations:

Altmannshoffer et al, arxiv:1704.05435 
Example of EFT interpretation of RK

Upper limits on Z’ and Leptoquark masses are model-dependent, and constrained also by 
other low-energy flavour phenomenology, but typically lie in the range of 1→O(10) TeV
⇒ if anomalies confirmed, HEP will have a new clear outstanding target !
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Long-term LHC plan

The O(100)fb–1 so far are just 2-3% of the final statistics

==>> the LHC physics programme has barely started! <<==


